A cylindrical system for biomedical microwave tomography is presented. The circular algorithms and some numerical reconstructions are discussed. Fi nally the experimental set-up is described and some preliminary measurements are presented.
INTRODUCTION
Recent studies II|, 121 have shown the potential value of active micro wave imaging systems for biomedical applications. They have specific charac-. teristics of penetration and sensitivity with respect to other types of illu minations of interest. In particular they can be useful for the reconstrucr tion of temperature profiles l3lin hypertermia and in the domain of functional imaging 141. Operating frequencies of the order of a few gigahertz result from a compromise between resolution and attenuation 51.
Until now experiments have been conducted a 3 GHz on isolated animal organs and have confirmed that resolutions of the order of 6mm can be reached in high water-content media. The geometries used, basically linear and planar, require a mechanical rotation around the object.
At present, efforts are made directed to improving the geometry, the illumination, the receivers and the focusing algotithms. In this line this paper presents a original compact cylindrical solution with the intrinsic advantages:
a) The encircling characteristic of the array avoids the need of a mechanical rotation and improves the resolution characteristics.
b) Due to the symmetry of the geometry, an algorithm with an angular periodicity can be used.
c) Due to the water attenuation, a circular curve is more adapted to the dif fraction process.
IMAGING BY MEANS OF CIRCULAR ARRAYS
We shall restrict our attention to objects whose properties vary only over the x-y plane. We will also assume that the object is illuminated by a cylindrical wave, constant along the Z direction. With the Born approxima tion we can define the object profile as:
O(x,y)= I (x,y)
(1) cm where £ and cm are the complex permitivities of the object and the surrounding medium respectively. Departamento de Electrofisica,E.T.S.I.Telecomunicacion, Barcelona, Spain For a circular array of N elements where each one acts sequentially as emitter when the others N-1 act as receivers, with a reciprocity theorem for mulation 161, 171 we can write:
where (s (C; s ) is the scattered field by the object for each position G0 of the emitter and each position a of the receiver, figure 1. These expressions can be implemented basically with FFT algorithms.
The contrast sensitivity of the system is measured by computing the ra tio of the maximum to the minimum object level that is discriminated from the average image noise. For our cylindrical system we have obtained a theoretical contrast ratio of 34 dB, figure 2. Figure 3 .a shows the numerical re construction of an arm phantom in the Born case, and figure 3.b shows the nu merical reconstruction for the real case (no Born assumption).
DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
A general view of the experimental set-up is shown in figure 4 The reconstructed images appear as the convolution product of the object profile by the point response of the system. This point response is a basic quality parameter of the system. The initial results show, figure 5 , that for a circular array it is possible to achieve a more symmetrical resolution and lower sidelobes level, than: for the planar case.
The Born approximation used in the formulation presented, is not exact for a real biological organ, but it is more suitable for a differential mode (one image is obtained by difference of two succesive reconstructions) used in a functional imaging case as the temperature variation reconstruction. For this application we can obtain a temperature resolution better than 1 0C for a 6mm cube with a measurement time of the order of one image per second. Total processing time is the order of 2 seconds for a 128x128 pixels image.
CONCLUSION
The preliminary results show the potentiality of a cylindrical system for its encircling characteristics and contrast sensitivity. Further research must be done for the no-Born reconstruction algorithms applying in the biological case, and for the search of a liquid medium matched to the biological bodies with less losses than water. 
